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Unusual for an anticancer agent NSC 631570 possesses 
some distinct immune properties. In several immune 

target-effector systems NSC 631570 significantly amplified 
the malignotoxic activity of macrophages, lymphocytes and 
NK cells, and stimulates dendritic cells maturation in vitro. 
While the parameters like B-lymphocytes count, immune 
globulin concentrations, complement and acute phase 
proteins did not changed significantly, it can be postulated 
NSC 631570 modulates the cellular part of the immune 
system whereas the humoral part remains unaffected.  
Besides, the NSC631570 has a selective effect – thus, it kills 
only cancer cells and the healthy cells remain undamaged. 
First indications on the selective effect of NSC 631570 on the 
cancer cells were provided in an early study when different 
oxygen consumption by normal liver cells and Ehrlich’s tumor 
ascitic cells after the incubation with NSC 631570 was revealed. 
A radio protective effect was found in normal human 
fibroblasts. NSC 631570 caused the accumulation of 
prostate cancer cells as well as epidermoid carcinoma 
cells in the G2/M phase, however, not of normal cells. 

The efficacy of NSC-631570 in prostate cancer has been 
confirmed in a controlled clinical study. In the study patients, 
all standard treatment modalities had been exhausted. The 
cancer relapsed and/or progressed and no therapy protocol 
was available. The patients were treated with NSC-631570 
and partially with local hyperthermia. Following results were 
achieved: full remission in 54 patients (73%), partial remission 
in 16 patients (22%). Only in 4 patients (5%) the therapy did not 
affect the course of the disease.
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